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General Comments
This was the second paper of Unit 2b with candidates re-sitting this paper from June 2009. Overall
performance was better than June 2009 with majority of candidates showing a sound grasp of business and
economic concepts. Answers suggested that candidates on the whole had been well prepared for this paper.
There appeared to be use of precise Economic and Business terminology throughout rather than generalised
comments. Again, the best students demonstrated excellent application of their knowledge to the precise
question set, while the weakest students attempted questions from a ‘common sense’ approach rather than
demonstrating any economic and business concepts. The examination paper required candidates to apply
their understanding; good students did this well with clear development of points.
Examination timing skills appeared to be very good as a whole with the majority of candidates completing
all questions fully with very few unanswered questions for 13a and 13b.

Section A
Examiners encountered a full range of approaches, from what appeared to be candidates carefully prepared
on how to handle supported multiple choice questions, to others where there still appeared to be little
evidence of preparation. At GCE level, the use of supported multiple choice questions enables the testing of
more than straightforward recall. The three explanation marks in part (b) of the supported multiple choice
questions proved good discriminators which required candidates to explicitly analyse and evaluate.

Examiner Comments
Advice on how to improve performance on Section A
Again, it is essential for questions which require judgement or justification, indicated by the command
‘least likely’/’most likely’, it is advised that, in order to score the full 3 marks in part (b), candidates should
not only explain why their answer is correct, but also choose one of the incorrect answers and say why
this is incorrect. This technique will allow candidates to score up to 2 marks for discounting why the other
options are incorrect. (NB there are only 2 marks available for discounting 2 incorrect answers so do not
discount all 3 incorrect options). This does have to be balanced with overall timings for the paper but
could lift a candidate’s score by 6 marks if done correctly on all supported multiple choice questions. Many
candidates simply did not write enough in part (b) to score the full 3 marks even though candidates can
score the full 3 marks for development of why their answer is correct. Many answers were not detailed
enough or were simply repetition of their chosen answer.
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Question 1
Most of the candidates did not fully understand what was meant by a left shift in the supply curve. It is
imperative that candidates do understand the different factors which affect the demand and supply curves.
Many candidates only gain marks on this question by eliminating the incorrect options and even candidates
who identified the correct answer in part (a) could not fully explain why a rise in cost of raw materials
would cause the supply curve to shift inwards. It would be advisable to spend more time teaching this area
of the specification.

Examiner Comments
This candidate has explained (not very precisely!) why the supply curve has shifted left and that an inward
shift means a decrease in supply (1 mark). The candidate has then explained why the other options are
incorrect (2 marks) therefore 3 marks for part (b).
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Question 2
Most candidates made the correct selection and were able to accurately explain appreciation of sterling.
The majority identified that the French use the Euro so were unaffected. It is clear that exchange rate
questions provide problems for some candidates and many candidates did use the mnemonic SPICED
(Strong Pound Imports Cheap Exports Dear) to help them understand the impact on imports and exports. It
would be advisable to spend more time teaching this area of the specification.

Examiner Comments
The candidate scores 3 marks for part (b) because they clearly explain why there might be an increase in
British tourists visiting the USA. They have also briefly explained why option B is incorrect.
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Question 3
Many candidates made the correct selection in part (a) but were unable to explain why this was the correct
answer. There was a distinct lack of understanding about the nature of structural change with many candidates
focusing upon what was meant by an emerging economy rather than the impact of structural change.

Examiner Comments
This candidate scores the full 3 marks for part (b). They clearly understand what is meant by structural change
with an example (1 mark). The candidate develops their answer by showing how structural change may lead to
greater uncertainty with regards to changing patterns of demand for different products and services.
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Question 4
It was very pleasing to see that many candidates understood the nature of an oligopolistic market and could
clearly explain the features of an oligopoly in order to discount the incorrect options. Many candidates
considered petrol to be homogenous and therefore incorrectly chose option B (extensive branding) but still
gained marks for discounting the other options.

Examiner Comments
This response scored 1 mark for part (a) and 3 marks for part (b). This shows that candidates can score the
full 3 marks for explaining why their answer is correct without having to discount the other responses.
Very few candidates are able to do this consistently and I would still advise that candidates still discount
at least one incorrect answer in order to gain 3 marks on part (b). This candidate clearly explains why
firms in an oligopolistic market such as petrol would avoid price competition.
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Question 5
Some candidates misread the question and interpreted it as what causes are associated with a recession
so selected inflation as a cause and unemployment as a result. Very few candidates could gain 3 marks
explaining why unemployment rises in a recession. This question did tend have to many ‘common sense’
answers rather than use of economic and business terminology to answer the question.

Examiner Comments
The candidate selects the correct answer for part (a). There is a very detailed response for part (b)
with very good used of economic terminology and explanation as to why unemployment rises in a
recessionary period, therefore achieving 3 marks for part (b).
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Question 6
Very few candidates knew what micro-marketing was and most referred (incorrectly) to the long tail and
niche marketing. Those that did know what micro marketing was failed to get full marks as their explanation
was too brief and they did not discount other options (which could have gained them 2 more marks). Micro
marketing is used by Amazon and Tesco to target customers who have bought previous items by use of
individualised emails and discount vouchers. When I shop at Tesco, I regularly receive money off coupons
for items such as pet food and baby wipes because I have previously bought these items before as I have 2
cats and 2 messy children! Similarly, I regularly receive personalised emails from Amazon recommending
new products based on previous purchases from them (mainly Economics and Business books!). My current
recommendations can be seen below from a recent email from Amazon.

Examiner Comments

This candidate did score 1 mark for the correct answer in part (a) and then did go on to pick up 3 marks
by discounting why the other options are incorrect as well as reference to the personalised emails sent to
customers based on previous purchases.
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Question 7
Most candidates were vague in their definitions and mentioned the economy expanding, less unemployment
or were confused with balance of payments. Many scored 1 mark for knowing the measurement was GDP.
There were very few candidates who scored 2 marks for this question.

Examiner Comments
This candidate provides a clear and precise definition of economic growth and therefore scores 2 marks. It
should be noted that imprecise or vague definitions can be lifted to 2 marks with a valid example.

Section B
This section of the examination paper was based on 2 pieces of evidence. Evidence
A was focused on Japanese quality management in a motorbike factory near Bangalore in Southern India whilst
Evidence B was about Indian’s current economic outlook. Candidates did not need to know specific information
about the TVS motorbike factory or in depth knowledge about India, as a whole as both pieces of evidence gave
candidates enough information to apply the economic and business concepts covered in Unit 2b.

Examiner Comments
Advice on how to improve performance on Section B:
Many examiners commented on the lack of analysis and evaluation on the 8+ marks and felt that time
spent on these skills would improve candidates’ overall performance. Candidates should be familiar with
the command words used in the 2b examination and must provide a balanced response to questions
with the command words ‘Assess’ or ‘Evaluate’. Precise use of economic and business terminology will
also improve marks as some responses were answered from ‘common sense’ approach. Well structured
responses with good use of terminology will always score highly. The best answers demonstrated that
they understood and could use the tool kit. This is the core of the subject and needs to be at the heart of
all answers. Too many candidates wrote answers which were vague and did not show any development
of knowledge/understanding of the nature of the intricacies of the subject matter. Vital concepts such as
demand and supply, elasticity and relevant graphs were a rarity.
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Question 8
Many candidates did not read the question properly and simply described aspects of TQM without linking
to how TQM can increase productivity. All too often answers were not contextualised to TVS and the ones
that did attempt to link to TVS simply copied out parts of the Evidence. Another failing on this question was
to clearly identity two ways TQM could increase productivity. Many candidates just explained one way and
therefore restricted their mark to 3 out of 6 for this question.

Examiner Comments
This is a detailed answer which clearly states 2 ways. Contextualised throughout the answer and
demonstrates how TQM can improve productivity for TVS therefore scores 6 marks.
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Question 9
This question was tackled from many different directions by candidates with the majority only describing how
TVS management had changed operations within the business. The question asked for the role of management
in achieving change not about the appropriateness of different leadership/management styles. This type of
response only scored 2 marks as there was little application or development as to the role of management.

Examiner Comments
This candidate did answer the question set and gave a very good description of management and its role
in achieving change. There is no real application to any business therefore this restricts the mark to 3.
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Question 10
This question required analysis which many candidates failed to do. It was pleasing to see that candidates
could clearly understand why inflation might be a problem for a firm such as TVS but then they failed to
develop their answer fully in order to access Level 4 marks. Most candidates did identify the impact on
the cost of production and the impact on demand due to rising inflation. Better candidates were able to
consider the elasticity of the product in their responses.

Examiner Comments
This candidate did score full marks on this question and this extract shows Reason 2. This example shows
that the candidate clearly identifies a possible reason why inflation may be a problem for TVS. The answer
is in context and the candidate shows development of the reason with possible consequences for TVS.
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Question 11
This was tackled very well by the majority of candidates and many did score 3 marks this question. It was
clear that candidates could explain the benefits of JIT to TVS and the better candidates did consider the
opportunity cost of storage and having no buffer stocks.

Examiner Comments
This candidate scored 4 marks for this response. They clearly define JIT and then develop their answer
by analysing how TVS could benefit from this type of stock control. The answer is in context (could have
been more specific than just mentioning TVS) but does explain how these costs saving could be either
used to increase profit margins or that TVS could gain a competitive advantage by lowering their prices.
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Question 12
This question required the candidate to ‘Assess’ the usefulness of market research NOT about the different
types of market research. Very few candidates did evaluate the usefulness of using market research when
considering expansion and instead focused upon the different types. Market research can be used to
reduce uncertainty but it will not fully eradicate the risk in any type of expansion. Candidates needed to
also consider the opportunity cost involved as well as other considerations which needed to be taken into
account before any expansion was undertaken. A few precise sentences about methods were all that were
required and then details of how this has USE to a firm would have accessed the higher levels.

Examiner Comments
The first paragraph clearly reaches level 2 by explaining how TVS can use market research when
expanding. In the second paragraph the candidate clearly demonstrates the limits to the usefulness of
market research therefore gets into level 4 (just!).
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Question 13 – Overview
This question demanded detailed evaluation of the likely impact of a rising rupee and rising unemployment
upon Indian businesses. In order to access the higher marks, candidates must be prepared to evaluate and
they must understand what the command word is asking them to do. This was an evaluative question yet
many candidates failed to comprehend this and wrote very good answers without any attempt at evaluation
or judgement. This therefore limited the vast majority of candidates to Level 2. Centres do need to ensure
that their candidates are fully aware of the command words and what is required for an evaluation question.

Question 13a
Many candidates do not fully understand what is meant by an appreciation of a currency and therefore
could not answer this question well. Some were able to consider the impact upon exports and imports
which enabled them to score 3+ marks depending upon the quality of the response. Better candidates were
able to contextualise their responses and consider the concept of elasticity as to how Indian businesses
would be affect by the appreciation of the rupee.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate does start off well with a basic explanation of what is meant by an appreciation of the
rupee. The answer is well structured with the candidate showing how both importers and exporters
may be affected by the rising rupee. There is good use of tool kit with a contextualised answer to Indian
tourism (which many candidates failed to do). The candidate does reach high level 4 because they also
appreciate that the exchange rate may not have any impact on some Indian businesses. This candidate did
score 7 marks for this response.
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Question 13b
This was tackled better than 13a with many candidates able to consider at least two consequences of rising
unemployment. Most considered the Indian business would benefit from a wider pool of labour without
really considering the wider impact of falling demand due to rising unemployment. Better candidates did
consider the positives and negatives of rising unemployment with some also referring to elasticity. More
application is needed with the majority of candidates failing to refer to any Indian business and some more
concerned with poverty in Indian than answering the question set.

Examiner Comments
This response did achieve high level 4 because it was a balanced answer with good use of tool kit. There
was some limited application and this aspect of the response could have been stronger with more direct
references to specific types of Indian businesses. The candidate did consider the positives and negatives of
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Grade Boundaries
Paper No.
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C

D

E
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